advocacy on the building of effective institutional solidarity across national boundaries; (3) the need to place workers' consciousness at the forefront of our understanding of the shape of labor's struggles; and (4) the role of national speci cities and nationalist re exes in building true and effective labor solidarity within North America.
LABOR SOLIDARITY AS A POLITICS OF ADJECTIVES
Aiming for political clarity, Hathaway structures his article around a simple contrast between authentic unions and all others (glossed as "subordinated" unions). This typology is buttressed with additional dichotomies: independent and "of cialist" unions; democratic and undemocratic unions; unions with integrity and those that are corrupt; those that serve their members and those that pursue the personal interests of union leaders and bureaucrats. The resulting political analysis is limited, I would suggest, by a politics too heavily dependent upon the awarding of laudatory classi catory adjectives.
From my perspective, such either/or, in/out classi cations capture little of the complexity of labor politics in Mexico (or the U.S.), as even Hathaway implicitly admits without elaboration. At his most exact, Hathaway speaks of "unions that authentically represent the interests of their workers and that have the ability to protect those interests" (emphasis added). Needless to say, this conjoined de nition fails to account for unions that might represent workers "faithfully" and yet lack the power to achieve those interests (however de ned). This point is conceded in passing when Hathaway admits that "relatively more authentic unions" (emphasis added) once existed in some parts of the northern Mexican maquiladora zone. In particular he cites Agapito González, boss (cacique) of an organization in Matamoros, Tamaulipas, that was one of the "early maquiladora unions that best represented workers." Hathaway fails, however, to ponder the conclusions that might be derived from this successful CTM-af liated union that, although thoroughly subordinated, "of cialist," and farfrom-democratic, nonetheless delivered wages and bene ts for maquiladora workers far better than those in other northern border cities. 2 This contradictory reality explains why Hathaway is forced, in passing, to introduce additional adjectives besides "authentic": strong unions, effective unions, and strong democratic unions. Such terms are far less judgmental in nature and can be more easily operationalized in practical terms: in the real world not all effective unions are democratic (and vice versa) and not all collaborationist unions fail to defend (at least some) workers' interests. Having recognized a degree of nuance (at least in the past), Hathaway discounts such possibilities in contemporary Mexico, where, he asserts, most unions are corrupt, "only rarely serve their worker-members," and "over 90% of total collective labor contracts in Mexico are designed primarily to protect the interests of the employer" (an alleged statistic footnoted to a 1999 publication criticizing Mexican labor relations published with support from the FAT and the AFL-CIO).
Yet another and worker interests cannot be expected to always prevail in such negotiations (not to mention that workers, their organizations, and leaders have never been free from materialistic temptations). Hathaway's polemical overstatement, however, suffers from more than rhetorical excess. If true, how are we to understand why many corporations, as he himself reports, are moving away from the border towards "more rural, more southerly, and less unionized parts of Mexico?" As he notes, they do so precisely because they wish to avoid the "generous bene ts packages" common in the north while searching for an even more "docile" labor force! 3
PARTISANSHIP, REPRESENTATIVENESS, AND THE CONDUCT OF UNION DIPLOMACY IN MEXICO
In truth, Hathaway's Manichean categories stand for little more than a distinction between "good" unions like the FAT, which he applauds, and those that do not win his favor. When he does attempt to de ne the FAT's uniqueness, moreover, he tells us that the organization believes in "authentically representing the interests of rank and le workers," favors "profound political change" to achieve its goals, and calls for the building of a "political and social movement" that reaches beyond the formal sector and across national boundaries. As a movement, of course, the FAT is unique in many ways, not the least of which is its origin in the right wing Catholic social action movements of the 1950s. 4 Yet the principles offered by Hathaway fail to distinguish the FAT from most of Mexico's diverse labor left (whose unions accounted for perhaps 10% of all union membership in the early 1990s, a marked decline from its peak strength in the 1970s). If judged by rhetoric alone, even the sclerotic labor establishment could agree with at least some of these principles, given its use of "class" rhetoric and continued formal adhesion to a postulated "revolutionary nationalism." Indeed, only the unaf liated "white" company unions would fall categorically outside of Hathaway's de nition.
Faced with such ambiguities, the author opts for an excessively simplistic portrait of the many institutional and political actors at work in a very complex and highly decentralized labor movement marked by multiple competing national confederations, weak national unions, regional antipathies, and complex forms of political insertion and alliance. In weaving his way, he writes in a spirit of parti pris so that the results of even FAT defeats are "surprisingly good" while practices that he criticizes in others are overlooked when practiced by those with whom he sympathizes.
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This partisan stance verges on the propagandistic when he fails to discuss the FAT's size or in uence in any detail. Although his book notes that it is "relatively small" (like its U.S. ally the UE), Mexicanist labor historian Barry Carr has estimated the FAT's national membership at between 40,000 and 50,000 in the early 1990s, including many who were not trade unionists in a formal sense. While enjoying some strength in small and middle-sized enterprises in central Mexico, Carr and Hathaway both report that the FAT had no real strength in large plants or in the northern maquiladora zone.
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With the FAT accounting for perhaps 1% of total Mexican union membership, it is far from rash to suggest that effective maquiladora unionization might be more likely to succeed if it were not based on a frontal attack on labor organizations where millions and not thousands of workers are to be found. Yet it is unthinkable, to Hathaway, that part of the problems faced by the FAT-and other sectors of the independent anti-PRI labor movement-might lie in the strategic outlook of a movement whose activists he rightly admires for their sel ess devotion and dedicated persistence in the hard and dangerous struggle for worker rights. If the effective unionization of Mexican maquiladoras depends upon the FAT's success, however, we might as well throw in the towel immediately! Nor can I agree with Hathaway's attack on the AFL-CIO's current policies in Mexico, which seem, based solely on the information Hathaway provides, to re ect a pragmatic recognition of practical realities. The AFL-CIO's Solidarity Center, he says, "is in favor of democratic unions, but they will work with whoever has the [labor] contracts." Citing a particular case, Hathaway criticizes U.S. labor's representative for entering a plant with a CROC leader during a contested representation election. Mincing no words, Hathaway denounces the CROC unionist as an illegitimate leader whose victory was based on violent gangster tactics. Yet U.S. labor's representative, rather than cutting off all ties with him, simply replies that "he was waiting to see if the CROC union would actually improve conditions for the workers or not."
Whatever the facts in this particular case, Hathaway deems it a betrayal and he demands that the AFL-CIO re-evaluate its "policies that prefer contact with existing but corrupt unions over contacts with more democratic unions that are struggling to emerge." While snidely referring to the fact that "democratically-controlled unions are not that common within the AFL-CIO," Hathaway makes clear that he believes that U.S. labor's diplomacy in Mexico should duplicate his own and the UE's alignment with opposition elements, despite their limited power and representativeness. Indeed, his most concrete recommendation to advance maquiladora unionization is that the U.S. trade union confederation should give money to the FAT to establish a series of worker education centers in the maquila zone staffed by local people and supported by international assistance.
I am actually far more convinced by the observations about U.S. labor solidarity work in Mexico that he attributes, in his book, to Tim Beaty of the Solidarity Center, formerly the representative in Latin America of Public Services International (an international trade secretariat). Hathaway quotes him as sensibly opposing any acrossthe-board boycott of the mainstream of the Mexican labor movement.
While Beaty admires groups like the FAT, he feels it would be foolish for major unions to have relations only with independent unions, and he thus continues to work with government-af liated union leaderships. He says the AFL-CIO is seeking to improve the lives of Mexican workers and that to do so it must build ties to workers throughout the country. "The fact is that the CTM and other big unions have contracts for most of the organized workers in the country," and he feels there are decent local unions within the CTM and the CROC and hopes these can be encouraged.
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To take such a realist position does not, I should emphasize, deny the problematic nature of the prevailing structures of representation in Mexico or the pro-company sycophancy of far too many trade union leaders in that country. Rather, I fear that Hathaway's absolutist moralism, setting up the con ict as one between "good" and "bad" unions, effectively de ects blame away from the real culprits: successive neoliberal governments in Mexico which have ever more comprehensively perverted the Mexican system of labor regulation and, in particular, exempted the maquila sector de facto from national labor law enforcement. Of cial toleration for such egregious labor law violations and "sweetheart" protection contracts is far more important in explaining the deteriorated wage levels and working conditions in the maquiladoras than the absence of secret ballot union elections (a sensible reform advocated by Hathaway that would be of greatest help in resolving contested elections between rival unions).
In this regard, I believe that blanket condemnation of the overwhelming majority of Mexican unions, their leaders, and practices is neither accurate nor helpful. To build durable cross-border relations, the more powerful actor must strive to avoid selfrighteousness while recognizing that no mass movement of organized working people is ever reducible to its most retrograde elements. True transnational solidarity demands that we grant Mexican trade unionists the same complement of strengths and weaknesses, mixed motives, and fruitful as well as harmful ambitions that we recognize in our own unions and social movements in NAFTA North. It means an end to political exclusion of the left (such as the FAT), the norm of the AFL-CIO's union diplomacy prior to 1995, as well as a refusal to embrace a policy of interventionism on behalf of the left advocated by Hathaway. Above all, it means the building of people-to-people and movement-to-movement ties that bind together those who stand for worker rights and progressive social change.
HATHAWAY, THE FAT, AND WORKERS' CONSCIOUSNESS
Hathaway's broadly sympathetic portrayal of the FAT's organizational practice is combined with the observation that "nowhere in Mexico is it dif cult to nd a majority of maquiladora workers who are ready to complain about their oppressive working conditions and their miserably low wages. Thus organizing opportunities are everywhere." If true, the reader is left to wonder why the FAT and its allies have not made greater progress in winning working class support.
A hard-nosed focus on the "bottom line" of Hathaway's article might lead the reader to conclude that it offers little more than a discouraging narrative of successive defeats and failures. The UE-FAT Alliance originated in U.S. concern about shops that went south of the border, although 10 years later, as Hathaway notes, "the FAT has failed to organize a single runaway UE plant." At one point, he discusses the case of ITAPSA in 1997, which pitted the FAT against strong-arm supporters of a CTM local. In the end, he reports that "only 15% of the workers dared to vote for the FAT" precisely because they were forced to "declare their choice openly before management, union representatives, and labor board of cials." For Hathaway, this defeat underlines the "important historical breakthrough" that occurred in 1994 when "GE [General Electric] kept its word on the secret ballot." Though Hathaway does not say so, in fact the FAT won only 11% of the 1073 votes cast in the 1994 election.
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Should such successive failures surprise us, given the FAT's size and powerlessness? And should those of us who are vitally concerned about worker rights be satis ed by Hathaway's narrative in which losses are to be balanced against our feeling of admiration for plucky organizers working under tough conditions? In today's struggles to build transnational solidarity, is it empowering to relativize such defeats, through an act of will and faith, as simply battles in a larger war that will eventually bring victory to the workers? I believe, in contrast, that we need a broader and more generous vision that would place workers themselves more centrally into such narratives of labor struggle. This would require a far richer and less politicized narrative, and one that would more fully investigate the human dynamics underlying revealing episodes such as the Han Young ght in Tijuana that ended with a FAT victory.
Yet even in the case of Han Young, Hathaway reports that "partisans of authentic unions" were left with an empty victory, because "ties with the FAT eventually broke down" leaving the local union's "solidaristic ties in a shambles." This outcome re ected powerful antagonisms between the national and a local FAT leadership. The FAT's national union STIMACHS saw the victory as providing a local foothold, while the ambitions of local FAT leaders led them to accept a "Trojan horse" in the form of a legal charter that allowed them to organize in any local industry rather than remaining a state af liate of a national union. In their defense, the ex-FAT leaders mobilized a discourse of regionalist resentment against the national capital by claiming that "they did not want to be controlled by Mexico City, that they did not want to rely on people who ew in on airplanes rather than living amongst them."
Hathaway offers another back-handed recognition of how workers' culture and mixed motivations serve as obstacles to his politically charged project of "authentic" worker mobilization. Rank-and-le workers, he says, need to be educated in order "to overcome their learned deference to abusive employers" and to end the "sense of isolation" that leads them not to break their ties with "existing corrupt unions." At the same time, he also emphasizes the dangers facing even "authentic unions," which, without political consciousness, are likely to fall into despotic leadership patterns and serve "simply [as] a vehicle for the advancement of … [their] own members," thus selling "out the larger movement for the sake of more limited gains."
In his narrative, Hathaway more often achieves melodramatic overstatement ("good versus evil") rather than a detached tone of con dent realism and rm conviction. Its mobilizing impact is weakened by the harsh contrast between excessively high expectations and the discouraging outcomes recounted. The resulting text is far more pessimistic than it needs to be if it were less short-sightedly political. We need stories for young ghters that offer mature explanations of why labor struggle is so hard and how real world outcomes re ect those analytical truths. Does the abstract entity we call Mexican "workers" exist? And if so, what do they "want"? What are the interests of this collectivity in all its complexity and variability? And how are these interests articulated? Through what institutions and mechanisms? And nally, how do their leaders negotiate to advance these many and at times con icting interests? And on what terrains (legal, political, economic)?
NATIONAL SPECIFICITIES, NATIONAL SENSITIVITIES, AND NATIONALIST DIVISIONS
The powerful if often less-than-emancipatory role of organized labor within the Mexican political system has long puzzled North Atlantic observers. Since the revolutionary era , trade unions have thrived in Mexico and become powerfully entrenched institutions that derive and exercise manifold powers from sources that transcend the direct employer/employee context. Yet for the most part, Mexico's trade unions and its highly politicized sui generis industrial relations system are simply caricatured in derogatory and moralistic terms as corrupt, undemocratic, and statedominated. Far too few have sought to explain how working people's interests are ful lled, betrayed, and contested through and within their trade union organizations.
A masterful 1996 study by Maria Cook, entitled Organizing Dissent: Unions, the State, and the Democratic Teachers' Movement in Mexico, offers an excellent political and institutional study of the emergence, consolidation, and eventual (partial) victory of a rank-and-le insurgency in Mexico's largest union, the Sindicato National de Trabajadores de la Educación (SNTE), between 1979 and 1989. The SNTE's rise to substantial national power since the 1930s could easily be seen, she says, as the story of the "formation and consolidation of a classic 'of cial' union, one that came to support the [Mexican] regime and was overseen by an oligarchic leadership." Yet Cook differs from those who would read this as evidence of "the unequivocal domination of the union by the state." For Cook, state/labor relations in modern Mexico are far better understood as a process of "bargaining and exchange," an "unstable equilibrium" in which internal union cleavages are cross-cut with rivalries for power in the governmental, political, and labor spheres. Yet in much of U.S. leftist and labor discourse, the complex and untidy reality of Mexican trade unionism continues to be forced into a simple pre-fabricated repertoire of inherited images (Mexican workers as victims, despotic union bosses, state-run unions, the Mexican dictatorship). Unfortunately, such polemical expedients, even when justi ed as purely tactical decisions aimed at immediate domestic U.S. effect, take a toll upon and erect barriers against the growth of solidarity between the peoples of NAFTA North (Canada and the U.S.) and NAFTA South (Mexico). As economist David Barkin has argued so eloquently, the pressing need for broader transnational alliances within a post-NAFTA North America requires "objective knowledge of each other's histories, victories, and defeats. It requires a search for an understanding of their diverse social movements, and a mutual respect for their strengths and their failures."
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If we are to build a common future, trade unionists and progressives in NAFTA North must rigorously examine much of what passes for "solidarity" between workers across the North/South divide.
11 For example, engaged scholars and labor activists from NAFTA North fail for the most part to even consider how their harsh and categorical condemnations sound to many workers and trade unionists in Mexico. It is not surprising that such perceived slights have often prompted nationalist Mexican responses. Commenting on foreign observers who cavalierly denied the legitimacy of Mexican institutions in toto, Mexican scholars Pablo Pascual Moncayo and Raul Trejo Delarbre responded with measured hostility in a 1993 book on Mexican labor responses to NAFTA. Such U.S. and Canadian attitudes demonstrated, to their minds, "an authoritarian posture that deprecates or undervalues the political and legal institutions of Mexico not on the basis of experience and concrete evidence, but on the basis of prejudices."
12 Such perspectives, they went on, demonstrate "little understanding of the relationship between the state and unions in Mexico, or of the conditions of unionism in our country." While criticizing such foreign views, Moncayo and Delarbre offered no excuses for the undemocratic and excessively statist orientation of Mexican labor relations, although they quite rightly reminded their neighbors that the responsibility to reform and improve the Mexican system lies in Mexican, not U.S. or Canadian, hands.
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In Hathaway's version of labor internationalism, Moncayo and Delarbre's nationalist criticisms would be rejected out of hand even if they were not advanced by supporters of NAFTA. Imbued with an older vision that "workers have no country," Hathaway is hostile to nationalism even in Mexico, where, he says, "nationalism has been such an important tool for controlling workers." He advances this observation as part of an attempt to address the FAT's "particular political problem," "especially as [foreign] nancial resources are transferred," which leads many to deride the organization "as a tool of foreign unions who want to prevent jobs from coming to Mexico." Unable to wish it away and yet unsure how to respond, Hathaway is reduced to denouncing such attacks as "manipulative hypocrisy" while noting that it was, nonetheless, "a signi cant problem" for the FAT. What is missing in Hathaway, however, is any recognition of the powerful historical linkage between Mexican workers' struggle and the culminating moments of nationalist self-assertion in Mexican history such as the 1938 expropriation of foreign oil companies. The Mexican governments's of cial pretext for the exprorpriation, after all, was the oil company's refusal to obey Mexican labor laws!
CONCLUSION: THE FUTURE OF TRANSNATIONAL SOLIDARITY
International labor solidarity, Barkin reminds us, "is not something to be lightly dismissed or liberally misused. Fraternal support and collaboration are required among potential allies; [but] without proper channels for respectful discussion and analysis, inherited sentiments of inequality can transform an initial search for a common base of action into a hierarchical pattern of paternalistic domination." 14 Barkin's sound warning echoes the conclusions reached by long-time Swedish labor activist A S ke Wedin in his remarkable 1991 study entitled La "Solidaridad" Sindical Internacional y Sus V Ẃ ctimas (International Trade Unions' "Solidarity" and its Victims). Drawing on two decades of activity in the international trade union movement, this sensitive and self-aware labor intellectual offered a detailed and compelling self-criticism of European trade union programs in Latin America.
Recognizing the missteps, arrogance, and inadvertent consequences of even many well-intentioned initiatives, Wedin ends with a stimulating re ection on the nature of our goal of true labor solidarity, "a fundamental union principle with local, national, and international application." Recognizing its rarity, Wedin de nes the ideal of solidarity as radically distinct from charity because it is based upon a relationship between equals. The practice of solidarity, he wrote, is:
… the common taking up of the responsibility for and defense of [workers'] common interests … Solidarity so conceived knows neither helpers nor helped, but rather equals who defend, as best they can, the common interest. One of those interests which they have in common, beyond the national frontiers, is to fortify the weak parts of the common world front of workers against employers.
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Dale Hathaway has grasped Wedin's challenge and advances us on the road to a different future. Yet these hopes will only be realized when militant and united struggle within each of our countries is combined with a new level of coordinated transnational action between the world's many national contingents of working and middle class peoples. A Luta Continua! 
